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Space Biology Nanosats: Testing Life in Space!
Validating and Enhancing ISS biological testing"
PharmaSat"
•  3U Cubesat, launched May 2009, full mission success, 2U Biology payload"
•  Grew & characterized yeast (S. cerevisiae); tracked metabolic activity in 48 µwells "
O/OREOS"
•  3U Cubesat, launched November 2010, full mission success, 2 payloads "
•  Demo’d satellite bus & payload instrument functionality > 3.5 years in high-rad 15x ISS "
SporeSat 1 & SporeSat 2 (ISS deployed)"
•  3U Cubesat, launched April 2014, 2nd spacecraft in Fall 2014"
•  Demonstrated growth of spores in gel medium, in variable-g "
EcAMSat"
•  6U Cubesat, launch ~ Spring 2015, 3U Biology payload"
•  Demonstrating e Coli antimicrobial resistance changes due to radiation and µgravity"
BioSentinel "
•  6U Cubesat, launch ~ Fall 2018 on a Lunar mission , 4U Biology payload"
• Demonstrate use of simple organisms as “biosentinels”  to Inform of risks to humans beyond LEO"
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PhoneSats/EDSNs: COTS Tech Demonstrators!
(Consumer-grade technology evaluation/validation for NASA use)"
PhoneSat 1: First Phone-based spacecraft"
•  2 x 1U Cubesats, Actual Nexus S phones as full Cubesat"
•  Launched April 21, 2013 on Antares-1.  Achieved full functionality"
PhoneSat(s) 2ß, 2.4, and 2.5"
•  1U Cubesats, avionics derived from Nexus S Phone"
•  PhoneSat 2ß Launched April 21, 2013 on Antares-1"
•  PhoneSat 2.4 launched on a Minotaur 1 – ELaNa 4 in Nov 2013 "
•  PhoneSat 2.5 launched on SpaceX – ELaNa 5 in April 2014"
EDSN: First Nanosat Swarm"
•  Phonesat as core of 8 x 1.5U Cubesats, "
•  EDSN Swarm satellites using PhoneSat 2 components"
"
NODeS: ISS Nanosat Swarm demonstrator"
•  2 EDSN Nanosats with Advanced Software deploying off of ISS"






















































































































































































































































Enabling Science Missions: 
Precision Formation Flying 
Remote Imaging: Earth/Lunar Science 
Autonomous Satellite Maintenance 
Space Physics & Astrophysics 
Exploration: Lunar, NEOs, Comets 
Spacecraft Technologies Development  
•  Advanced Bus Architectures 
•  Plug and Play 
•  Autonomous Operations 
•  Data Handling 
•  Communications 
•  Guidance, Navigation and Control 
•  MEMS Accelerometers and Gyroscopes 
•  Miniaturized GPS Devices 
•  Propellantless Attitude Control 
•  Multisatellite Operations 
•  Formation Flying/Constellations 
•  Power 
•  Long-life, High-density,  
 Scalable Power Storage 
•  Deployable Solar Arrays 
•  Structure 
•  Evolvable, Reconfigurable Satellites 






Mini Star Tracker 












•  Mass:       24kg 
•  Quantity:  One 12U CubeSat 
•  Orbit:        700km initial orbit (SSO), 
98.1880° incl. 
•  Size:        20cm x 20cm x 30cm 
•  Communication: S-Band 
Mission Description 
The iSAT Project is the maturation of iodine Hall technology to 
enable high ΔV primary propulsion for NanoSats (1-10kg), 
MicroSats (10-100kg) and MiniSats (100-500kg) with the 
culmination of a technology flight demonstration. The iSAT project 
has three major elements: iodine Hall technology development 
support, the iSAT flight demonstration and future technology risk 
reduction. In addition to the iodine Hall focus, this project 
recognizes the market growth potential for SmallSats and the gap 
in commercially off the shelf (COTS) options for higher capable 
spacecraft: higher power systems, additional thermal control, 
higher data rates, improved stability and attitude control, etc.  
LCCE - $12,757K 
Status 
The iSAT project completed it’s preliminary 
design review in December of 2014 and is 
working towards CDR in the summer of 2015.  
The current design and analysis cycle is showing 
positive margins in all areas and development is 
on plan. 
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TechEdSats: Re-Entry Technology Demonstrators!
ISS Downmass and EDL demonstrators!
TechEdSat-1: First U.S. & NASA CubeSat launched from ISS"
•  1U Cubesat at 1.2kg, Launched July 21st 2012, Deployed from ISS October 4th 2012"
•  Passed out of JAXA’s ISS airlock, deployed from JAXAs robotic arm "
•  Standardized the Process for ISS Cubesat Deployments now used by Nanoracks"
TechEdSat-3p:  First 3U Nanosat from ISS"
•  3U Nanosat, Launched August 4 2013 (HTV-4), ISS deployed on Nov 19, 2013"
•  First sub-scale Exo-Brake test; Iridium downlink/uplink test; " " "De-Orbit 
validation burned up during Earth Re-entry"
TechEdSat-4: Deploying from ISS summer 2014"
•  3U Nanosat, to be launched ~July 1st 2014 on Orbital’s Orb2 to ISS"
•  To be deployed from Nanoracks Cubesat Launch system"
•  Reflight of TechEdSat-3p Exobrake, updated Iridium & GPS hardware"


















Technology and Innovation Strategy 









































Network & Operations Demonstration Satellite 
(Nodes) 





































•  Mass:       10-12kg  
•  Quantity:  One 6U CubeSat (multiple 
demonstrations) 
•  Orbit:        350-800 km, 98° or 51° incl. 
•  Size:        50 x 9.1 x 13.5 (inches) 
•  Communication: S-Band 
Mission Description 
The Propulsion Pathfinder Project objective is to perform 
multiple Earth orbit flight missions with Cubesat-scale 
spacecraft to demonstrate the operation of, and characterize 
the performance of, a variety of propulsion technologies 
suitable for small spacecraft mission applications including 
precise pointing, proximity operations, targeted deorbit, and 
small and large orbital maneuvers.  The propulsion 
technologies to be demonstrated include but are not limited to 
at least one version of miniaturized electrospray propulsion 
and an RF Ion propulsion system.  
LCCE - $30,102K 
Status 
The project was recently kicked off and is 
working towards MCR. Level 1 requirements 
are signed and Level 2 requirements are 
underway. System trades are being 
conducted and programmatics (cost 
estimates, schedule, and risk) are being 
defined. Procurement strategies are being 
defined for the candidate propulsion systems.   







































































































Program Relevance, Goals, Objectives, & 
Customers 
46 
Actual photo of 
TechEdSat-1 deployed 
from ISS, Oct 4 2012"
•  Deorbit&Requirements&
•  DRM&
–  Planetary&Defense&
•  Asteroid&Detec<on,&Characteriza<on&and&Impact&Mi<ga<on&
•  Sample&Return&
•  NEA&Observa<on&&
•  Improved&Deep&Space&Networks&for&
communica<ons&and&GNC&
